
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 2 – Strawberry Group



Monday 8th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

cat after much most

tell boat let stop



A noun is a naming word.

It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

Let’s have a look at some examples:

Can you remember what a noun is?

Today we’re going to use our ly suffix in a new way…

Peter Pan London crocodile



Here are some examples of nouns - they are all the 
name of things relating to time…

year

month

week

day

hour



Let’s see what happens when we add the suffix ly to these nouns…

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

year    +    ly =

month    +    ly =

week    +    ly =

day    +    ly =

hour    +    ly =

ly

Remember if the 
noun ends in y

we change the y for 
an i and then

add ly



Did you get them all right?

The noun has now changed into a time adverbial.

year    +    ly =

month    +    ly =

week    +    ly =

day    +    ly =

hour    +    ly =

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

hourly

i



Time Adverbials

These time adverbials tell us how often something happens.

Which of the following things happen…

yearly
(every year)

playing 
football wearing 

a hat

celebrating 
your 

birthday



Did you get it right?

We can play football and wear a hat lots of times throughout a year, 
but we only celebrate our birthday once each year.

yearly
(every year)

playing 
football wearing 

a hat

celebrating 
your 

birthday



Time Adverbials

These time adverbials tell us how often something happens.

Which of the following things happen…

weekly
(every week)

doing a 
spelling test

playing with 
a toy train

reading 
a book



Did you get it right?

We can play with a toy and read a book lots of times throughout a week, 
but we do a spelling test at school once a week.

weekly
(every week)

doing a 
spelling test

playing with 
a toy train

reading 
a book



Time Adverbials

These time adverbials tell us how often something happens.

Which of the following things happen…

daily
(every day)

eating 
breakfast

going 
swimming

celebrating 
Christmas



Did you get it right?

We don’t go swimming every day, and we only celebrate Christmas once a year, 
but we do eat breakfast every day.

daily
(every day)

eating 
breakfast

going 
swimming

celebrating 
Christmas



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find three of our time adverbials; yearly, 
weekly and daily. Your job is to think of as many different activities as you can 

that you do yearly, weekly and daily. 

Then choose your favourite thing that you have listed for the three time 
adverbials and write a super sentence for each one using the suffix ly.

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

I brush my dazzling, white teeth daily using 
my soft, red toothbrush.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Crater Creature 
Countdown!

You can find this 
on the Phase 5

section of the website.

There are a variety of options on this game. This week we are just recapping prior knowledge on Phonics Play, so each day this
week we will play the game twice. Today please choose Plurals ending in –s and Verbs with –ing added.

Design your moon, creature and what you would like it to jump in, and then see 
how many words you can read in 1 minute while the timer counts down!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 2

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 2
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 9th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

cat after much most

tell boat let stop



For the rest of this week we are going to be Dictionary Detectives!

First of all, I would like you to go and find a dictionary in your house and have a good look at it.

Preferably, it will be a children’s dictionary, but don’t worry if you don’t have one of these at home.



What is a dictionary?

Dictionaries come in all shapes and sizes, 
some have lots of pictures while others don’t.

However, all dictionaries have some very 
important things in common…

A dictionary is a long list of words. 
For every word listed there is a definition next to it. 

A definition tells us what a word means.

e.g. This dictionary lists the word machine and then 
underneath tells us what a machine is:

machine
A machine is a piece of equipment with an engine 

and moving parts that work together.



What is a dictionary?

Dictionaries come in all shapes and sizes, 
some have lots of pictures while others don’t.

However, all dictionaries have some very 
important things in common…

A dictionary helps us if we don’t know what a 
word means or if we don’t know how to 

spell a word.

To make it easy to find the word you are looking 
for, dictionaries are listed in alphabetical order.

e.g. This dictionary has the alphabet running down 
the side of every page. We know we are on a page 
with words beginning with the letter m because it is 
red with a green circle, whereas the other letters are 

black with a blue circle.



Look in your dictionary again…

Have another look through your dictionary at home.

Can you see how each word has a definition next to it, telling us what that word means?

Can you see how the words are listed in alphabetical order?



How well do you know the alphabet?

A dictionary is a very helpful book, and you will use a dictionary more 
and more at school and home as you move up each year at school.

Let’s make sure that you will be able to find words easily in 
a dictionary by knowing your alphabet really well!

Keep practising any letters that you are not really confident with yet.



Let’s have a go…

I would like you to find the word hamster in your dictionary.
The word hamster begins with the letter h.

Turn to the h section of your dictionary and look down the list of words until you find the word hamster.

Here is what it looks like in my dictionary:

This is the 
definition, it is 

telling me what a 
hamster is.

My dictionary 
also has a picture 
to show me what 
a hamster looks 

like.



Time to be a Dictionary Detective!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of words.

Your job is to find them in your dictionary.
Write down the page number of the page that they are on 

and the definition of the word.

If you do not have a dictionary at home and would like to buy one, 
here is a link to some children’s dictionaries on Amazon:

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-
Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1

591443113&sr=8-8

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1591443113&sr=8-8


Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Crater Creature 
Countdown!

You can find this 
on the Phase 5

section of the website.

There are a variety of options on this game. This week we are just recapping prior knowledge on Phonics Play, so each day this
week we will play the game twice. Today please choose Plurals ending in –es and Verbs with –er added.

Design your moon, creature and what you would like it to jump in, and then see 
how many words you can read in 1 minute while the timer counts down!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 2

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 2
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 10th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

cat after much most

tell boat let stop



Yesterday we started thinking about how we use a dictionary…

A dictionary tells us how a word is spelt and the definition of that word (what the word means).
The words in a dictionary are listed in alphabetical order.

Today we are going to focus on 
putting words into alphabetical order.

Read the list of words on the next slide, and use your 
alphabet to help you put them into the correct order.

e.g. Do any of the words start with the letter a? 
If so they need to be listed first. 

Then move on to the letter b, then c, then d and so on until you have listed all of the words.



Alphabetical order

Read each of the words below and then rewrite them in alphabetical order.
Write them in your book and then see if you were right.

kangaroo

crocodile

zebra

lion

flamingo

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Did you get them right?

crocodile

flamingo

kangaroo

lion

zebra

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Let’s try again with the days of the week

Can you rewrite the days of the week in alphabetical order?
What do you notice about some of the days?

Write them in your book and then see if you were right.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Tuesday and Thursday both 
begin with the letter t, so we 

have to look at the second letter 
in each of these words – u in 
Tuesday and h in Thursday.

h comes before u in the 
alphabet, so we write Thursday 
before Tuesday when putting the 

days of the week into 
alphabetical order. 

Will you have to look at the 
second letter for any other days 

of the week?



Did you get them right?

Friday

Monday

Saturday

Sunday

Thursday

Tuesday

Wednesday

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Time to be a Dictionary Detective!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of words.

Your job is to put them into alphabetical order.
Be careful, as you will have to look at the second 

(or maybe even third!) letter for some of the words to 
know how to order them.

If you do not have a dictionary at home and would like to buy one, 
here is a link to some children’s dictionaries on Amazon:

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-
Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1

591443113&sr=8-8

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1591443113&sr=8-8


Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Crater Creature 
Countdown!

You can find this 
on the Phase 5

section of the website.

There are a variety of options on this game. This week we are just recapping prior knowledge on Phonics Play, so each day this
week we will play the game twice. Today please choose Adjectives with –er added and Verbs with –ed added.

Design your moon, creature and what you would like it to jump in, and then see 
how many words you can read in 1 minute while the timer counts down!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 2

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 2
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 11th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

This week’s common words are…

cat after much most

tell boat let stop



Time for a competition!

Yesterday we were thinking carefully about placing words in alphabetical order.
Today I’d like you to see if you can put your family in alphabetical order!

You can do this however you want to, but here are some examples:

 Take a photo of your family standing in a line in alphabetical order, each holding a label with their name.
 Make a collage of photos of people in your family in alphabetical order and label them.

 Paint a picture of your family in alphabetical order and label them.
 Draw a picture of your family on a computer or tablet in alphabetical order and label them.

 Build a model of everyone in your family in alphabetical order and label them.
 Write a list of everyone in your family in alphabetical order.

However you choose to do it, have fun! 
Why not include your pets and favourite toys too?

I’ve done an example for you on the next slide of my pets…

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



My pets in alphabetical order:

Ask a grown up to email your alphabetical order family pictures/photos to me.  
I can’t wait to see them!

ajenkins@greatdalby.leics.sch.uk



Today we’re going to carry on thinking about dictionaries…

Because a dictionary tells you how a word is spelt and the definition of a word (what they mean), 
they can also help us to learn about homophones.

Homophones are words that sound the same, but that have different meanings or spellings.
This means it is very easy to choose the wrong word!

If we choose the wrong word our sentences won’t make sense, so it is 
important that we know how to use a dictionary to help us find the correct word.

Let’s have a look at an example.

Use your dictionary to find the meaning of these words:

hair hare

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Homophones

We pronounce hair and hare in the same way… but they mean different things! 

Did you find them both in your dictionary?

This is the definition from my dictionary at home:

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

hair
The fine, thread-like 

growths on skin, 
especially on a person’s 

head or an animal’s body.

hare
An animal like a large 

rabbit.



Can you match the picture to the correct label?
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

hair
The fine, thread-
like growths on 
skin, especially 
on a person’s 
head or an 

animal’s body.

hare
An animal like a 

large rabbit.



Did you get it right?
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

hair
The fine, thread-
like growths on 
skin, especially 
on a person’s 
head or an 

animal’s body.

hare
An animal like a 

large rabbit.



Now choose which word fits the sentences below…
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

hair
The fine, thread-like growths on skin, especially on 

a person’s head or an animal’s body.

hare
An animal like a large 

rabbit.

I need to get my hair cut.

The hare was cross when the tortoise won the race.

Write each sentence in your book using the correct 
homophone, and then see if you were right.



Did you get them right?
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

I need to get my hair cut.

The hare was cross when the tortoise won the race.

hair
The fine, thread-like growths on skin, especially on 

a person’s head or an animal’s body.

hare
An animal like a large 

rabbit.



Time to be a Dictionary Detective!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of homophones.

Your job is to find the definition for each of them, and then
choose which homophone you need to use to complete

each of the sentences correctly.

If you do not have a dictionary at home and would like to buy one, 
here is a link to some children’s dictionaries on Amazon:

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-
Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1

591443113&sr=8-8

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Oxford-Junior-Illustrated-Dictionary-Dictionaries/dp/0192767232/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1591443113&sr=8-8


Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Crater Creature 
Countdown!

You can find this 
on the Phase 5

section of the website.

There are a variety of options on this game. This week we are just recapping prior knowledge on Phonics Play, so each day this
week we will play the game twice. Today please choose Apostrophes (contraction) and Words beginning with un-.

Design your moon, creature and what you would like it to jump in, and then see 
how many words you can read in 1 minute while the timer counts down!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 2

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 2
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 12th June 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

This week’s common words are…

cat after much most

tell boat let stop



Today we’re going to make a mini picture dictionary!

Our dictionary is going to be linked to our topic of Paws, Claws and Whiskers.

I would like you to make a mini picture dictionary of different types of animals, 
or you may wish to choose a particular animal that you want to make a dictionary for.

As an example, I am going to choose a dog.

First of all, I’m going to write a list of lots of things that a dog might need:

lead, basket, toys, brush etc.

Then I’m going to think about what a dog looks like:

fur, tail, bark, paws etc.

When I’ve thought of lots of words (please aim for between 6 and 10),
I’m going to put them all into alphabetical order...

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Mini Picture Dictionary
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

bark

basket

brush

fur

lead

paws

tail

toys

My words are now in 
alphabetical order, so I can 
start to put them into my 
mini picture dictionary.

You can make your mini 
picture dictionary on a 

computer or tablet, or you 
can make it on paper – it’s 
your choice and you can 

set it out however you like!

But… it must be in 
alphabetical order!

Take each of your words 
one at a time and write it 

with the definition
underneath (what it 

means). You could copy 
this from another 

dictionary, or you could 
write your own definition if 
you are feeling confident!

Then draw a picture of the 
word before you move 

onto the next word in your 
dictionary.



Here are a few pages from my example…
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z



Over to you…

There is no phonics worksheet today as I would like you 
to make your own mini picture dictionary.

Have fun, and I’d absolutely love to see all of your 
wonderful work and creativity!

ajenkins@greatdalby.leics.sch.uk



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Crater Creature 
Countdown!

You can find this 
on the Phase 5

section of the website.

There are a variety of options on this game. This week we are just recapping prior knowledge on Phonics Play, so each day this
week we will play the game twice. Today please choose Adjectives with –est added and Compound words.

Design your moon, creature and what you would like it to jump in, and then see 
how many words you can read in 1 minute while the timer counts down!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 2

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 2
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

